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Who Is This Vendor Assessment For?
NelsonHall’s Software Testing Vendor Assessment for EPAM Systems is a
comprehensive assessment of EPAM’s next-gen testing service offerings
and capabilities designed for:


Sourcing managers monitoring the capabilities of existing suppliers of
IT services and identifying vendor suitability for software testing
services



Vendor marketing, sales and business managers looking to benchmark
themselves against their peers



Financial analysts and investors specializing in the software testing
sector.

Key Findings & Highlights
EPAM Systems initially started providing standalone testing services
through a localization and internationalization contract for Brio Software
(now part of Oracle); it set up its testing practice in 1999.
EPAM highlights that its experience in software product testing enables it
to take a consulting-led approach; it also has experience in designing
accelerators as well as specific offerings, including performance
engineering and testing.
Two years ago, EPAM created its DevTestSecOps practice, which includes
its capabilities around cloud infrastructure and application migration to
the cloud, application operations, DevOps services, security, and
software testing. The DevTestSecOps is EPAM's largest practice along
with its Digital Engineering Practice (software development) and has a
headcount of 9k.
With the creation of the DevTestSecOps practice, EPAM also grouped all
its QA capabilities away from other units to create a testing services unit
at scale, increase its investment in training, portfolio, and IP. The testing
unit is the largest unit with the DevTestSecOps practice and has a
headcount of ~7k.
EPAM's background in technology and software products means that,
from a testing perspective, EPAM has long been exposed to agile
development and continuous testing, working for companies such as
Google.
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Scope of the Report
The report provides a comprehensive and objective analysis of EPAM’s
next-gen testing service offerings, capabilities, and market and financial
strength, including:


Analysis of the company’s offerings and key service components



Revenue estimates



Identification of the company’s strategy, emphasis and new
developments



Analysis of the profile of the company’s customer base including the
company’s targeting strategy and examples of current contracts



Analysis of the company’s strengths, weaknesses and outlook.
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